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Arrowhead golf course colorado scorecard

Book Tee Times GPS Flyover TEE COURSE RATING SLOPE RATING Blue 67.5 114 White 65.6 114 Red 67.1 105 FRONT NINE HOLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Out Blue 419 345 419 155 99 409 308 535 368 3057 White 409 320 380 135 85 390 290 510 350 2869 Red 290 306 325 100 65 375 280 450 333 2524 Par 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 5 4 35 Men's Handicap 4 12 2 14
18 7 13 1 10 BACK NINE HOLE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 In Total Blue 365 375 359 297 318 503 109 379 180 2885 5942 White 350 365 330 285 300 470 99 365 165 2729 5598 Red 320 360 300 275 279 390 80 340 100 2444 4968 Par 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 3 35 70 Men's Handicap 11 3 9 15 16 5 17 8 6 70par6636yards71.7rating137slope
70par6302yards70.1rating135slope 70par5902yards68.4rating128slope 70par5338yards65.9rating119slope 70par6302yards76.1rating147slope 70par5902yards73.8rating143slope 70par5338yards71.5rating132slope PRACTICE FACILITIES - Driving Range: YES (grass) - Practice Chipping: YES - Practice Sand: YES - Practice Putting: YES Arrowhead Golf
Club's par-70, 6,636-yard championship golf course was crafted by iconic designers Robert Trent Jones, Sr. and Robert Trent Jones, Jr. to blend seamlessly with its breathtaking natural setting in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. The magnificent red sandstone framed gently rolling hills and emerald green manicured, with numerous elevation changes,
unique shelters and striking water features creating both strategic variety and a stunning backdrop for golf. Adding to the deception, golfers share the course with an abundance of wildlife species, including deer, sieve and foxes. While challenging for scratch golfers, the course offers multiple tees per hole, enabling golfers of all ages and abilities the chance
to enjoy this one-of-a-kind Colorado gem of golf - one of America's most photographed courses. To book a tee time, click here. For more information about golf training, golf tournaments or golf leagues for men and women, please call (303) 973-9614. View the Flyover Golf Course scorecard to visit the course's website - click here. Colorado Golf Course
Review noted as one of the most photographed golf courses in the country, Arrowhead Golf Club in Lton - south of Denver, a 4-star (golf digested place to play) Robert Trent Jones Jones designed to include drastic elevation changes, abundant native wildlife, and dramatic scenery along the scenic rolling course. Thousands of feet of ancient red sandstone
towers are on top of playing surfaces in the course, which has been voted #1 in the Denver area. Visitors pass through the gates in Roxborough Park, to view the cathedral like a rock conglomerat jutting up from the foothills of the Rockies. Vistas are spectacular from the parking lot and from Yvonn in the clubhouse. Golfers are satisfied with the blessing of
playing on the ground and the environment that tourists are looking for a secluded national park experience. Amenities here include a club with a professional shop plus restaurant/lounge serving breakfast, lunch and dinner The outdoor patio is worth the admission price, as views are quite intense. Practice facilities include a targeted grass range and
chipping/green placement. Each cart is equipped to cover cooler and rear climates. Each scorecard provides chart holes with tips on how to play each hole. Green configurations are also noted with chart shelters and depth and width. In the period 100, 150 and 200 yard stock is located along manicured fairways and each three-way box also has
measurements to the green center. Four sets of three-way play boxes to distances and ranges measuring 6,636 yards/137 gradients, 6,302 yards/136 tilts for men and 147 for women, 5,902 yards/128 tilts for men and 143 for women and 5,338 yards with a slope of 119 for men and 132 for women hitting from three ways forward. As this ranking shows,
golfers should be ready to bring their A-games. There are 62 soft sand shelters located near landing or greenside areas, and water hazards come into play in 8 holes with just 1 forced carry-off three ways. Fairways are ample but often steep, and the green-sized complexes have an average range of beds to be quite undulating. Golfers will face quite a few
memorable holes. Some of our favorites include Par four-quarters, which is playing from the top to a green set that is fronted by the pond; The third part of the ninth with a tee area raised the game towards the red stones; par three 13th with a tee box situated between the red rocks; And the No.14 who is playing over a pond in approach. It's a spectacular golf
experience - not to be missed. Play it for its beauty or for the challenge... In any case you can't go wrong. For more information, visit our page for Arrowhead with direct links to your website by clicking here. Course Tour &amp; Scorecard The course is meticulously manicured and surrounded by forest preserve with no houses in play. Tis, greens and
fairways are bentgrass. The water comes into play on 17 of 27 holes and 77 bunker-point prospects. The workout area consists of bright driving range, green placement, green chipping and shelter. General golfers at Arrowhead Golf Club will discover it will be a captivating, challenging, thoughtful design. This is our group's favorite golf. With our unique 27-
hole layout, the course is simply a sure preserve to keep your interest. ... [One] is from the high golf driving range and golf practice facilities in the Chicagoland area. Arrowhead has the feeling of a private course that is well preserved. a beautiful facility in all respects . This is a great plan course, well distanced, a good challenge. We played 8/6/19 on Tuesday
and played the South/East lineup. Few greens seemed to have been aerated lately, but they all rolled nicely. Definitely recommended. the American Professional Golf Association (PGA) Golf Course National Golf Foundation (NGF) Chicago Golf District Association (CDGA) Audubon Cooperative SystemCourse Management Midwest Association of Golf
Course Supervisors (MAGCS) Golf Course Supervisors Association of America (GCSAA) Trish Whelan2020-11-03T11:22:52-06:00 Rating Full-Time Snapshot Last 6 Months 12 Months Rank index Rating 81.8% Recommend this Course 181 of 181 2 10 reviews Read Avg's average rating comments rated 78.6% recommended the course 11 of the 14
reviews read Avg rating average comments 80.0% recommend this course 12 of the 15 reviews read golf course reviews at Arrowhead Golf Club has been declared the top public course in Denver in the past by Golf Digest, as well as one of the top 75 public courses in the country. Strong red sandstone formations are a trademark of this period, providing a
unique and beautiful atmosphere, further enhanced by the abundant wildlife that this period brings to their home. Rolling terrain provides elevation changes and undulation to the greens. Water hazards and shelters also come into play during this period. Arrowhead Golf Club's signature hole is the par-3 13th hole. It's a steep hole, downhill with scenic views.
Book Time Tee at Arrowhead Golf Club designed by GolfNow.com Golf Season Open: 3/01 Pack: 11/30 Architect Robert Trent Jones, Jr. (1972) Robert Trent Jones, Sr. (1972) Cart of Yes - included in the green fees of credit cards accepted visa, MasterCard, Amex welcomed the appropriate dress code golf clothing food and drink bar, snacks, grill,
restaurant available Clubhouse facilities, meeting facilities, conference facilities, banquet facilities golf advisor: top courses in Colorado (2020 #25) (2016 #12) (2015 #10) The Greens are challenging. The boys of the golf cart were great on arrival and departure. The club is also a good home, thanks to you, this was a beautiful period. The views were pointless
and the course held itself. It was in amazing condition with green rolling right and fast and fairways plush and very large. The Bucks were all along, and that was pretty cool. It was fun to see wildlife. In some holes you had views of the beautiful red stones that line the golf course and some of you had a very bright view of downtown Denver. If you have a
chance to play on this course, it should be the game. It's a period that takes everyone from towners to when they come visiting for good reason, it's close to town and very beautiful! The Greens in spring are only so in great shape now the air, midweek is a good pace but be careful that it can become a circus on busy days. Now... The course is worth $117 for
a deal that means discount rates..... no! I think about 80 max is reasonable for 18 prices. The fun course, great shows, was well maintained the course in good condition, but if I paid $117 for a round of golf I shouldn't wait per hole for the foursome ahead of us. non-existing marshal control . It's a good thing that the scenery is very big in this period. This
course is actively maintained During our rounds, it is often plugged with 10-20 workers on the green and 3-5 pieces of heavy equipment cutting grass and holes. Ridiculously not to mention, the Colorado Golf Association was with 4-6 people per hole, standing on the green, marking down the slope, etc., but very wacky to have 6 golf carts around the green
you're hitting and coming out from under the trees and standing there in the green behind your line while putting. Don't play here!!! They don't care that you are at holiday speed: 5:30 starting at 11pm. We were told that the first group lasted 5 hours and they never retreated. I just saw a marshal just come to apologize. Bunkers with golf balls the size of stones.
Many areas of grass are dead. The Greens were in great shape though. Where you should play instead: Dancing Bear, Red Hawk Ridge, Ridge, Fossil Tracking. All martial arts costs or less and all in all golf experiences are much higher. It was a round of treatment for my wife. A major fundraising tournament for women was about to end when we arrived,
and another optometrist tournament was about to begin. The round was listed as walking, but there were trolleys... They just have to get them back after the last tournament. Was the band in front of us a little new to golf? Front 9 went fairly well if a little slowly, but the scenery took our minds out of the pace of the game. She's so beautiful! The back 9 went
well, but the group behind us got a little impatient getting a little too close, as we limited rates by others in the course... They hit us a few times the sand in the trap was a bit variable, but it's probably the COVID-19 situation. The experience was generally very good, but the pace of play can make for impatient fellow golfers. We like this period! The first time
the game, the pace was really slow, the guys from the front were really helpful and friendly.. Couldn't find cart girls anywhere but thanks to Laurie inside the bar, she took great care of us and made our day.... id definitely recommends playing here at least once.. We were playing today and we had a terrible pace of play. For $150 I expect speeds of 4 hours to
4.25 hours, no jeans on the course, no 5 some (group a few holes behind us), answers if we call in, and professional responses when we are in obviously irritated by speed. We don't have any of this. Yes the scenery is good but it's not for the issues these employees have to make us up. Had an early morning three-way time and was well worth waking up
early to avoid any delays. The second group was out, and was allowed to go through the game #4 so this was the period we were after. When we went #15 the group that let us play through is not yet #10, so #11-14 played for the second time without issue. Ended up playing 22 holes in just over 3 hours. The course was in great shape for the amount of play
it played The Greens rolled out the best I've seen all year in the Denver/Colorado Springs area. Fairways and rough were also in God's terms. We played Arrowhead tees at 6350, shorter than we used to be too, but wanted it to be enjoyable. Personally I don't think this is a course that's hard, a lot of room out of three ways to stray a shot, you just have to
take the greens down. A good choice in par 3s, as previous reviews #13 a signature hole, but #3 is equally good and we had an easy pin. I hate to see it left near the rocks. When you are paying $100+ for a round, let me hit off the grass and use my driver. For the range to get out of mattresses and iron is only disappointing. And playing #10, I was afraid that
a stray shot would hit me, put a high net to put the front of the stray shots out of range. Normally I play Arrowhead once a year, but I loved my very much today before the year. This is one of the country's most unique settings for general golf without question. Red sandstone formations jutting around the property mixed with large and small boulders are just
too cold. I think routing, par 70 with 5 par 3s and 3 par 5s, is perfectly fine for such a sensitive area as well. The par-3 hole is the 13th signature but I think the par-3 3rd is well if not better. The opening is terrific and the par-5 16th has a big reveal over the crown and shows Denver in the distance. It is also walkable. Not all great mountain courses are around.
So that should be noted. Read some reviews I can see why this course is not for everyone. Along with TPC Colorado it is the most expensive public in the region. It can also slow a little. We switched off at 9:30 and played at 4:40 a.m. also on the shorter side, so if you have a longer heter you might feel a little cramped in. From the back three ways I hit quite
a few hybrids and hit 4 irons off three ways including the Par-5 18th where I went to the green 4 iron/3 wood. TPC Colorado is a bigger ballpark with more chances for a big swing. My friend talked about a deal they were running in a shop where if you spent about $30 on mercch you would get three drinks (including alcohol) tickets. The Greens ran great, they
could actually slow down, setting up their slip cup was very unforgivable. I had 41 pots! But the whole package is as good as I've seen as a visitor to Denver. The restaurant is too slow in getting food. Of course Marshall needed one a few times during the round we had a lot of 5 three-way times in a hole. The worst holes were right #10 the front of the club's
house. Either no one noticed or didn't take any care. a beautiful 82 degree day with low wind . The scenery was great as usual on a very bright day. Paired with 3 others and we had a wonderful day. It was my first time playing at high altitude and the course would be delivered. A few holes are a bit quirky on the side but I tend to enjoy that kind of course. The
facades are great and the greens are rolling Well. I think it's going to take a few times to really know this course, I was sent as a sandwich between all the four so that it was made for a single 5-hour round. The binary that time was cancelled and I can only assume that there is no other to group with. That said, the speed of the game was a bit of an issue.
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